
The Fachschaft is on strike!                

Why do we do this?
On June 25th and 26th elections for the first student parliament of the Verfasste Studierendenschaft will be held. All 
students can decide, who will represent them over the next year. The first parliament will have the important task of 
completing the structure you have chosen for the Verfasste Studierendenschaft by voting on January 29th and 31st.
This is also very important for the students engaged in the Fachschaft because the next year will be about reorgani-
zing the infrastructure and most financial matters of the student council. Our work shall - as before - remain voulan-
tary but will get much easier in some aspects.

So what‘s the problem?
Alongside the electoral lists of known university groups who have so far participated positively in collegiate self-
administration the „Bündnis gegen VS-Gebühren“ („Confederation against VS-fees“) is running for seats in the 
student parliament. What this confederation ignores (in addition to the difference between „fees“ and „contributions“ 
- this may be a subtleness of the German language only, but it makes a legal difference) is that the Fachschaft will 
be funded of this contributions of the students as soon as the Verfasste Studierendenschaft is constituted. But no 
contributions, no work of the Fachschaft as you know it. It‘s that easy. In the following days we want to show you, 
how studying here would be, if there was no Fachschaft. Don‘t be afraid, it will not stay this way!

What can you do?
If you don‘t care: vote however you like :)
If you don‘t like this: participate in the elections on June 25th and 26th and vote for one of the reasonable electoral 
lists who want to promote the conditions regarding studies at Ulm University and do not limit their work to window 
dressing and barroom clichés!

More information regarding Verfasste Studierendenschaft and the upcoming elections:
uni-ulm.de/stuve/vs  -  information on Verfasste Studierendenschaft
uni-ulm.de/recht  -  electoral lists, voting documents
or visit us on Friday and talk to us :)

Vote for a real parliament on June 25th and 26th

from June 18th to 21st the Fachschaft will be

closed
What does this mean?
•	 no scripts
•	 no exams
•	 no counselling
•	 no kitchen
•	 no coffee
•	 no paper for the copier


